The 2007 Lay Bodhisattva Precepts Transmission Session started on June 25, right after the 12th Anniversary of the Venerable Master Hua's Nirvana. Since the Precepts Committee limited the number to 100, many who signed up late missed the opportunity to take the precepts. Due to unexpected reasons, some applications could not come and some had to go back. Finally, 93 preceptees received the precepts at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas (CTTB).

The intensive schedule included morning recitation, bowing, five hours of classes on the precepts, the Great Compassion Repentance, community work, evening recitation, evening lecture and closing ceremony. The preceptees vigorously attended all the activities. Even though the schedule was quite different from their routine at home, the preceptees were full of spirit and energy. They studied seriously and engaged in lively discussions. Their delight in investigating the precepts was obvious. Daoyuan Hall was set up for classes with simultaneous translations into Vietnamese, Cantonese, and English to serve the needs of the preceptees. The atmosphere was adorned because of their sincerity in studying and seeking the precepts.

DM Lyu, the Abbot of CTTB, conducted the orientation with memorable Powerpoint slides. The various precepts were explained by eight Bhikshunis. During the six-day training, the preceptees benefited from the rich explanations and examples which helped them understand the precepts’ relevance in daily life. The classes helped the preceptees to understand the spirit of the precepts and how to apply them in daily lives. The preceptees learned a lot from each Dharma
Master's sharing of his/her individual understanding and experience on the Bodhisattva Path, and thus were full of Dharma bliss. All the activities of the preceptees, what they saw and heard, did and thought, were related to Bodhisattva Path. Through listening to the Venerable Master Hua’s recorded lectures or Dharma Masters’ talks, the preceptees felt the compassion of Bodhisattvas and experienced the significance of cultivation. They realized that everything is in the single thought of bringing forth the mind for Bodhi and practicing the Bodhisattva Path. When coming to the CTTB, one preceptee initially doubted that he could receive the invisible Bodhisattva precept substance by means of a ritual that had form and appearance. On the day of transmission, the preceptees deepened their understanding of Bodhi or even felt they united with Bodhi.

During the repentance on the fifth evening, many preceptees sincerely repented of their past unwholesome karma and wept tears of remorse. On the sixth day, the adorned and solemn ceremony was conducted with bell and drum. The Lay Bodhisattva Precepts were transmitted by Dharma Masters Heng Sure, Heng Lyu and Ming Chau. After the ceremony, every preceptee was full of Dharma bliss. Some suggested CTTB should conduct this ceremony more often; some even wished it could be done annually so more Buddhists could practice the wholesome Dharma. The entire session concluded in a spirit of boundless gratitude.